AN OPEN LETTER TO:

DAVID SUZUKI

SUBJECT: YOUR THURSDAY, JAN. 12, 1995 "NATURE OF THINGS" PROGRAM - "ARTHRAITIS:"

ARTHRAITIS

A DOCUMENTARY EXHAUSTIVELY RESEARCHED AND FLOODED THE WORLD WITH THE FOLLOWING "FACTS!"

(1) THE CAUSE OF "ARTHRAITIS" IS NOT KNOWN.
(2) THERE IS NO CURE.
(3) IT IS INCREASING IN ALARMING AND EPIDEMIC PROPORTIONS.
(4) SOON TO BE #1 CAUSE OF DISEASE.

MY REACTION TO THIS PROGRAM IS:

!!! BOLONEY !!!

I KNOW THE AMA-FDA-SDA ("SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" "QUACK-BUSTERS!" HOLED UP IN "LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY!" THE CHURCH BACKING THEM TO THE HILT IN SPITE OF THE BLOODY NOSE THEY HAVE RECEIVED AS THEY FOUND THEY DO NOT HAVE EVERYTHING THEIR OWN WAY! THEY DO NOT ALWAYS HAVE "THE LAW!" IN THEIR BACK POCKET-!!!) BUT LIKE A "BLOOD-SUCKING LEEECH!!" THEY HANG ON - KEEP TRYING TO GET SOMETHING FOR NOTHING! YOU SAID IT WELL!)

THESE EDUCATED IGNORAMUSES FIND NO CAUSE - NO CURE - YET THROW THEMSELVES OVER THE "LAW!" (IF THEY CAN GET AWAY WITH IT!)

IF ANOTHER MODULATION GIVES RELIEF TO MILLIONS AND BILLIONS OF HAPPY PEOPLE - THEY ARE FORBIDDEN TO SAY "CURED!" BUT I PERSONALLY KNOW 3 CASES OF "ARTHRAITIS" THAT WERE:

"CURED-!!!" "CURED-!!!" "CURED-!!!"

IF YOU WANT TO SPEND HALF AS MUCH EFFORT AS YOU DID FOR THIS "KNOW-NOTHING!" ARTICLE - IF YOU PURSUE THIS TO GET ALL THE DETAILS - I CAN GUARANTEE YOU - YOU WILL RUN INTO HUNDREDS OF SIMILAR "CURED!!" CASES - AS FAR AS I KNOW THE LORD HAS IN EVERY "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" CHURCH CASES HEALED BY "UNORTHODOX METHODS!" BUT WHICH THEY CHOOSE TO IGNORE AND IF ANYONE MAKES AN ISSUE OF IT - THEY CAST THEM OUT-!!! Thus THROWING "THE FEAR OF GOD!" INTO THOSE THAT ARE LEFT. THOUSANDS WOULD HAVE STARTED A GOOD WORK BUT WERE TERRORIZED BEFORE THEY STARTED-!!! WHAT A SHAME!!! WAIT-FOR-"JUDGMENT DAY!!" WHEN A "HIGHER COURT!!" TAKES OVER!
CASE ONE:

He was BED-RIDDEN with "ARTHRITEIS" fully PARALYZED! Had tried "EVERYTHING!" and nothing helped. He had a REVOLVER under his PILLOW and was just WAITING to get up enough COURAGE to use it. Some people (FRIENDS OR RELATIVES?) pulled up to the door - ready to take him to some HOT SPRINGS BATHS!! in IDAHO. He wouldn't budge! There was NO USE! HIS WIFE CAME IN and gave him an ULTIMATUM
- These people are here - ready to take you to the HOT SPRINGS - if you do not go
- I WALK ONE OF THIS DOOR AND NEVER COME BACK-!! STUBBORN AS THE DEVIL!
- (ALMOST AS STUBBORN AS "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS," that a TOP RADIO
ANNOUNCER SAID HAD THE WORLD'S BEST HEALTH PLAN - but refused to go by it and
SOLD OUT TO THE TIGHTEST LITTLE UNION IN THE WORLD!) (AMA-FDA-SDA.)

BURNABY MOUNTAIN - 200 ACRE TANK FARM.

I was in charge of BLASTING STUMPS on BURNABY MOUNTAIN - where the OIL PIPE-
LINES from the OIL FIELDS in ALBERTA, CANADA - come to an END in VANCOUVER,
BRITISH COLUMBIA. We used 2 CARLOADS OF DYNAMITE on that ONE JOB. (We
had the BIGGEST BULLDOZER in the World at that time.) If they left a stump - it
was a STUMP! We set a World record in blasting STUMPS.

WHERE DOES ARTHRITIC PATIENT COME IN HERE-???

He went to the HOT SPRINGS. They had a wonderful plan. It was ONE DOLLAR A
DAY for the CABIN. (And the HOT SPRINGS.) If you needed (as he did) 2 NURSES
to help him in and out of the water - it was ONE CHARGE - a DOLLAR a DAY. Most
people could only stay in the HOT SPRINGS - ONE HOUR. He spent ALL DAY
and loved it! But he got NO BETTER. They said if you spend (I think it was about 45
days there and it did not help - you have to try some other treatments.) He went
PAST the 45 days and he was NO BETTER - he had the REVOLVER BACK UNDER HIS
PILLOW! He kept going to the BATH - I think it was about 65 days. He woke up
that MORNING - felt a TINGLING going from the TOP OF HIS HEAD down BOTH ARMS
and out the FINGERS - DOWN HIS BODY - DOWN BOTH LEGS and out the TOES. He
was FREE OF ARTHRITIS.

HE WAS MY HELPER BLASTING STUMPS ON BURNABY MTN.

He would LOAD the STUMPS with DYNAMITE as fast as I could prepare them! He was
TERRIFIED of the BLASTS so he would RUN like a JACK-RABBIT - JUMP over LOGS
and get almost HALF A MILE AWAY - before the STUMPS WENT OFF - NO SIGN OF
ARTHRITEIS!!

THEY SAY THE HOT SPRING WATER THERE WAS
"RADIO-ACTIVE!"

He was advised to come back ONCE-A-YEAR to RENEW the HEALING. He did. But was UNABLE to stay in the WATER at all! Whatever it was - he was LOADED and
could take NO MORE. He married my SISTER-IN-LAW and as to DETAILS - I do not have them. I do not know how many YEARS he lived - FREE OF ARTHRITIS! And his WIFE did not remember the NAME of the HOT SPRINGS as there are so MANY in IDAHO. But if you PURSUE this you can FIND OUT!

CASE TWO:

He was an unusual man, a LOGGER. There is nothing NEW about LOGGERS - except
he is the ONLY ONE I ever heard off - that was BLACK. He had a BIG FAT ENGLISH
WIFE.
He was completely BED-RIDDEN with ARTHRITIS. An OLD NURSE told him to put on HEATING PADS at EVERY JOINT - one UNDERNEATH - another ON TOP. I do not know any more DETAILS - if he took certain OIL in his DIET - all I know is he had the ELECTRIC OUTLETS looking like an OCTOPUS! The IDEA was the HEAT would drive the WATER OUT and allow the OIL to take its place and wash out the "BASTARD CALCIUM!" He was CURED and went back LOGGING in NORTH OKANAGAN - BRITISH COLUMBIA! NO MORE ARTHRITIS! It should not be hard to find out the DETAILS.

CASE THREE:

This is the ONE you will be interested in. As is well known - there is "RHEUMATIC" ARTHRITIS - very PAINFUL in the MUSCLES. Then there is the BUILD UP OF CHEMICAL CALCIUM in the JOINTS. SHE WAS A JEWELER - repairing mainly CLOCKS. Her SWOLLEN KNuckles got so BAD she had to QUIT! But she was selling JUICERS as a SIDE-LINE in her SHOP. She read of the CLAIM that JUICES can CURE THAT KIND OF "ARTHRITIS!" So she TRIED it and it WORKED-!!! As it did for no doubt MILLIONS of other people around the World. All you have to do is GET-THE-LITERATURE these people put out - giving the DETAILS. HER "CALCIUM-BUILD UP-KNOBBY-KNuckles-GONE!" NO CAUSE - NO CURE - ??? TELL THAT TO THE MARINES-!!! BOLONEY-!!! These "JUICER" PEOPLE put out "HOW-TO-DO-IT-BOOKS-!!!" To see you taking the "KNOW-NOTHING!" TREATMENT - would be a CRUEL JOKE if MILLIONS have been "CURED!" from INSIDE - not from OUTSIDE-!!

NATUROPATHIC SLOGAN:

"WHERE THERE IS GOOD BLOOD PLUS GOOD CIRCULATION - THERE CAN BE NO DISEASE-!!!"

BELIEVE IT - PROVE IT - TEACH IT.

AND GOD HELP YOU - !!!

(ANYONE IS FREE TO XEROX OR PRINT - NO COPYRIGHTS - WE DO NOT BELIEVE IN PROFITING FROM OTHERS' MISERY - WE LEAVE THAT TO AMA - FDA - SDA.) Get the "NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION NEWS" P.O. BOX 688, MONROVIA, CA 91017. ($36.00 per year in U.S.A.) ($48.00 INTERNATIONAL U.S. FUNDS.) (10 ISSUES.) (TRIAL COPY #3.95 U.S.)

THERE ARE THOUSANDS OF BOOKS - MAGAZINES - BULLETINS.

THERE IS NO USE PRETENDING THEY DO NOT EXIST-!!!

WE HAVE NOT BEEN WIPED OUT - YET! GOD HELP US.

- Page Three -
EPilogue

PAUL HARVEY and the NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION - HONORED ELLEN G. WHITE AS BEING "100 YEARS AHEAD OF HER TIME!" She had VISIONS of the LORD who gave:

"THE CAUSE!"

LOOK AT WHAT CHEMICALS THE FDA HAS PERMITTED TO BE PUT IN FOOD AND DRINK (ARTIFICIAL TEA AND COFFEE ADDITIVES - ???) And you need look NO FURTHER for the SHARP INCREASE in CANCER - HEART ATTACKS - ARTHRITIS - MENTAL TROUBLES -

"EVERY POISONOUS PREPARATION in the VEGETABLE and MINERAL KINGDOMS, taken into the SYSTEM, will leave their WRETCHED INFLUENCE, affecting the LIVER and the LUNGS, (THE GREAT BLOOD PURIFYING AGENCIES!) AND DERANGING the SYSTEM GENERALLY...seeking to REMOVE the POISONOUS matter from the SYSTEM, take a MORE DEADLY POISON into the SYSTEM, to REMOVE a POISON ALREADY THERE!!! "SPIRITUAL GIFTS" 3 & 4 (CENTER PORTION p.140-1.)

"GOD DID NOT REGARD THEIR PRAYERS, because their "FAITH!" was not made PERFECT by WORKS!"...they may be ASSURED that GOD will not accept their UNWORTHY OFFERING any sooner than that of CAIN!!!... (SAME p.144,148.)

(OVER AND OVER AGAIN THESE POISONOUS MIXTURES CAUSE THE BLOOD TO BE IMPURE! AND THEN:) "It BENUMS the SENSIBILITIES, STUPIFIES THE BRAIN, and UNITS THE MIND for the SERVICE of GOD!...THESE POISONOUS PREPARATIONS HAVE DESTROYED THEIR MILLIONS...ULCERS (CANCERS?), and PAINS IN THE BONES (ARTHRITIS?), LOSS OF TEETH, LOSS OF MEMORY, and IMPAIRED SIGHT, are to be seen almost EVERYWHERE. They are VICTIMS of POISONOUS PREPARATIONS!!" (SAME p.139.)

"THE POISONS CONTAINED IN MANY "SO-CALLED REMEDIES!" CREATE HABITS AND APPETITES than mean RUIN to both SOUL and BODY...LAYING the FOUNDATION of the LIQUOR HABIT, the OPIUM HABIT, the MORPHINE HABIT, that are so terrible a CURSE to SOCIETY!" "COUNSELS ON HEALTH." p.89, 90. "THERE IS MORE RELIGION in a good loaf of BREAD than many think." CH 117.